
 
My Agent:
Convert your connections into clients

My Agent is a feature of Zillow 
Premier Agent that helps you deepen 
your relationships with connections 
and offer more personalized home 
recommendations.

How does My Agent work? 

Once you accept a connection, we 
automatically create a 30-day My Agent 
relationship. 

When the buyer comes back to Zillow, you'll appear 
on the contact form on listings they view.

Benefits you'll gain:

Exclusive placement: Gain more visibility by appearing on the contact form on property listings your 
connection views on our sites.

Actionable information: Gain access to information about the properties your connection views, saves, 
and searches for on our sites.

Strong client relationships: Make better home 
recommendations to your connection by staying 
up-to-date with your connection's home interests.

Extend your 30-day My Agent relationship by:

Texting your client from the app. Every back and forth text exchange between you and your 
connection extends the My Agent relationship for another 30 days.

Sending an invitation from the app or the CRM. If your client accepts, the relationship is extended 
for one year.
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Extend active My Agent relationships and send an 
invitation through the Zillow Premier Agent App.

Questions? Reach out to your Business Consultant to 
learn more about My Agent relationships.

We've found that once a buyer has contacted an agent 
on Zillow, they'll return to Zillow an average of 27 times 
and visit 77 listing pages in 30 days.



 

Tying My Agent to Buyer Activity

Buyer Activity provides actionable data and insights about your active My Agent relationships home 
search. These details enable you to efficiently find homes they love and make their home search  
more personalized. 

Where to find Buyer Activity information

Gain insights from push notifications 
Enable push notifications on your mobile device or tapping the ‘insights’ tab within the Zillow 
Premier Agent App. This way, you’ll be notified immediately on buyer activity data.

Receive a daily digest email 
Get a daily summary of who has been active on Zillow, the number of new homes they’ve 
viewed over the past 24 hours, and a link to more details of their activity.

User Contact Details to look up recent activity 
Open the Contacts tab in our Zillow Premier Agent CRM and view the homes your contact has 
looked at over the past week.

Next steps:

Leverage those insights to engage with your 
connections through asking deeper questions 
about their home search.

Send your contacts personalized home 
recommendations to your buyer based off their 
activity captured in your daily digest email. 

Continue checking the Contact Details and stay 
up to date on what they are interested in.

Questions? Reach out to your Business Consultant to learn 
more about Buyer Activity.


